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● Founded in 1930; part of U-M Library since 2009

● Publishes ca. 100 new books a year; 5,000 + titles 
published to date

● Key strengths: political science, performing arts, 
classics and archaeology, American studies, African 
studies, and Asian studies

● Also English language teaching; and small trade list 
mainly about the US Great Lakes region

● Commitment to digital scholarship, including open 
access.

About University of Michigan Press



Library friendly, shared-values platform

We believe every scholar is a digital scholar. While UMP EBC is a 

collection of scholarly ebooks we sell to libraries, it’s more than that. 

At Michigan we’re trying to create an ecosystem of support for 

authors to achieve their goals and a space where libraries, 

publishers, and readers can invest in transparent, fair, and 

innovative solutions for digital scholarship. 

Accessible DurableDiscoverable Flexible

Learn more about 
Fulcrum: 
fulcrum.org/

https://www.fulcrum.org/


Quick overview of  UMP Ebook Collection

● Rich book metadata

● Interactive table of 
contents and media list

● DOIs for all books and 
resources

● Open URL complaint

● Download PDF and EPUB3

● Option to Buy Print at a 
substantial discount

Ebook Options

● EPUB3 reader; reflowable 
text

● Embedded audio, video, 
databases, & more...

● Transcripts for audio/video

● Optimized for mobile 
devices

● Accessible (VPAT online)

● Open source platform, code 

shared on GitHub

● Unlimited, multiple users

● DRM-free

● Irrevocable perpetual 
access/archival rights

● COUNTER 5-compliant

● Altmetric/Citation Metrics

● Free KBART /MARC

● Scholar Link: link to read 

access for 28 days

Library-Friendly Enriched Experience

UMP EBC offers complete coverage of all scholarly titles published by the University of Michigan Press for any new 
calendar year, with at least 80 titles added annually, to a list of over 1,300 works.



Elliott’s Taxonomy of Books of the Future

● Digital monographs that resemble print, but are made available open access

○ E.g., Marc Opper, People’s Wars in China, Malaya, and Vietnam

● Enhanced ebooks that take advantage of the networked digital environment (e.g., embedded 

audio and video) but can also be made available in print

○ E.g., Danielle Fosler-Lussier, Music on the Move

● Interactive scholarly works; long-form digital publications that could not exist in a print 

environment

○ E.g., Rachel Opitz, Marcello Mogetta, and Nicola Terrenato, eds., A Mid-Republican 

House from Gabii

The Future of the Monograph in the Digital Era: A Report to the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation,

Michael A. Elliott (2015) http://doi.org/dxqw

http://doi.org/dxqw


Poll

Which type of long-form digital scholarship are you most encountering in your 

role? (Select one)

● Published digitally with a strong resemblance to print monographs.

● Published digitally that are substantially enhanced by the digital.

● Published digitally that aren't suitable for print publication.



Discoverability and 
Engagement with 

Digital Monographs 
Marc Opper

University of Virginia
mho8gc@virginia.edu

Funding is provided by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, as 
part of The Sustainable History Monograph Pilot (SHMP).

mailto:mho8gc@virginia.edu
https://longleafservices.org/blog/the-sustainable-history-monograph-pilot-041219/


Historical scholarship with modern resonance

● Why do some insurgencies collapse after 
military defeat while others are able to 
maintain influence and ultimately 
overthrow the government?

● Open access facilitates use across 
disciplines for a title that bridges political 
science, history, and area studies.

● Open access allows East and Southeast 
Asian readers to engage with case 
studies from China, modern Malaysia, 
and Vietnam.



Cultivating new audiences with digital dissemination

● Accessibility features (both content 
and platform) that facilitate 
engagement by foreign readers and 
readers with disabilities, as well as 
responsive design for mobile devices.

● Scholar Link: share a link to the ebook 
for “free-to-read” access for 28 days 
(for non-OA titles; also usable for ILL).

● Easily disseminate via social media 
and scholarly communities.
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Toward a more global and engaged readership

● DOIs and complete metadata 

facilitate discovery and tracking of 

engagement.

● Title-level metrics for mentions and 

impact across social media, news, 

policy reports, syllabi, book reviews, 

and citations.

● Analytics capture page views 

(traffic) to the book from countries 

around the world.



Reflection

How has the ability to publish open access created new 

opportunities for your work?

Explore on Fulcrum:
Opper, Marc. People's Wars In China, Malaya, and Vietnam. 
E-book, Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 2020
https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.11413902

https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.11413902


Michigan Asian Studies Open Access Books Collection

https://www.neh.gov/project/michigan-asian-studies-open-access-books-collection

https://www.neh.gov/project/michigan-asian-studies-open-access-books-collection


Rich layers of data 
and interpretation

Danielle Fosler-Lussier
Ohio State University

fosler-lussier.2@osu.edu
musiconthemove.org

This open-access version made available by The Ohio State 
University Libraries, TOME initiative.

mailto:fosler-lussier.2@osu.edu
http://musiconthemove.org/
https://www.openmonographs.org/


Toward a more diverse and inclusive musicology

● Music on the Move shows how as music 
crosses cultural, linguistic, and political 
boundaries; it continually changes.

● Invites readers to listen and engage with 
many different types of music as they read, 
introducing a variety of concepts related to 
music’s travels across geographic boundaries.

● The case studies represent a variety of 
musical genres and styles, Western and non-
Western, concert music, traditional music, 
and popular music.



● Monograph is digitally enhanced with 
embedded audio throughout. 

● Mobile-friendly, reflowable text, responsive 
design.

● Focus on accessibility, both content and 
platform.

Beyond the limitations of textual argument



Affordable and immersive education for digital learners

● Readers can listen to what is 
written about in the text -
“makes the writing more like 
teaching.”

● Fully interactive and accessible 
EPUB 3 (and PDF) with built-in 
e-reader to use in classroom 
setting. 

● Ability to access resource links 
curated by author.

umichpress via YouTube: See the author describing how Fulcrum 
supports her work at: https://youtu.be/uHvhLiTHohg

https://www.youtube.com/user/umichpress
https://youtu.be/uHvhLiTHohg


Reflection

How has the ability to innovate in this format opened new

opportunities for your work?

Explore on Fulcrum:
Fosler-Lussier, Danielle. Music on the Move. Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 2020.
https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.10079890

https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.9853855


When Digs Go 
Digital
Rachel Opitz 

Lecturer in Spatial Archaeometry at the School of 
Humanities, University of Glasgow

Rachel.Opitz@glasgow.ac.uk

Matthew C. Naglak
Digital Librarian at Boston College

naglak@bc.edu

mailto:Rachel.Opitz@glasgow.ac.uk
mailto:naglak@bc.edu


Integrating narrative and data

● The Gabii Project is an international 
archaeological initiative investigating the 
ancient Latin town of Gabii.

● Research data flows into the 
archaeological reports from the site.

● Published in digital form as an interactive 
scholarly work, each volume provides a 
synthesis of the excavation results linked 
to the relevant spatial, descriptive, and 
quantitative data.



Employing interactive maps and 3D models

● 3D modeling is 
integrated with the 
text.

● Interactive maps 
allow more detailed 
analysis of contexts

Gabii Area A, Phase 0a-4c, 2010 Excavation Imagery

Details of 500+ excavation units 
displayed via pop-up rather than in an 
appendix in tabular form. 



Bringing the remains of the past to new life

● An engagement layer built on 
top of Fulcrum provides 
context for the publications.

● Interested readers can drill 
down through layers of 
interpretation and data.

https://explore.gabiiproject.org/

https://explore.gabiiproject.org/


Reflection

How has the ability to innovate in this format opened new

opportunities for your work?

Explore on Fulcrum:
Rachel Opitz, Marcello Mogetta, and Nicola Terrenato. A Mid-Republican House From Gabii. Ann Arbor, MI: University of 
Michigan Press, 2016.
https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.9231782

https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.9231782


Advancing Archaeology Scholarship on Fulcrum

https://www.fulcrum.org/ummaa https://www.fulcrum.org/barpublishing

https://www.fulcrum.org/ummaa
https://www.fulcrum.org/barpublishing


Poll

What aspects of long-form digital scholarship are of most concern to you? 

(Multiple choice, select all that apply)

● Pricing/Licensing

● Preservation

● Discoverability

● Accessibility

● Usage



University of 
Southampton

Eleonora Gandolfi
Digital Scholarship Manager

Hartley Library
E.Gandolfi@southampton.ac.uk

mailto:E.Gandolfi@southampton.ac.uk


● User Experience (UX) projects to understand how our users are using our 
physical and digital resources.

● Agile test and implementation of new ideas.

● Working to make collections (including MOOC content) more discoverable, 
accessible and reusable.

● Working in partnerships with other libraries and users to make collections 
more open. Digitising thesis, data-mining and dataset searching. 

● Working to support long term preservation of resources and narrative.

How Southampton supports digital scholarship 



● Library as a partner in producing content not just a service provider in 
supporting access.

● Understanding the changing needs of users; how users actually want to 
use content.

● Library as supporting infrastructure and best practices. Bringing the values 
of preservation, accessibility, etc.

● Documenting shifts and changes in cultural memory practices to support 
diversity, equity, and inclusion.

● Support reduction of digital divide; how to produce, access, preserve and 
reuse digital content. 

Library roles in supporting the book of the future 



Poll

As a result of what you learned today do you feel you have actionable next 

steps you can take? (Select One)

● Yes

● No

● Maybe/ Unsure



Learn more about the collection: 
https://www.press.umich.edu/librarians

Explore UMP Collection (OA titles) on Fulcrum:
https://www.fulcrum.org/michigan

Visit LYRASIS for pricing and quotes:
https://tinyurl.com/LYRASISUMPEBC

https://www.press.umich.edu/librarians
https://www.fulcrum.org/michigan
https://tinyurl.com/LYRASISUMPEBC


Lanell White, Director of Sales, Marketing, and Outreach 

lejames@umich.edu

Emma DiPasquale, Engagement Manager ejdip@umich.edu

For more information

mailto:lejames@umich.edu
mailto:ejdip@umich.edu

